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Abstract-The last several years has seen a renewed interest in smart queue management to curb excessive network queueing delay, as people have realised the prevalence of bufferbloat in real networks.
However, for an effective deployment at today's last mile connections, an improved queueing algorithm is not enough in itself, as often the bottleneck queue is situated in legacy systems that cannot be upgraded. In addition, features such as per-user fairness and the ability to de-prioritise background traffic are often desirable in a home gateway.
In this paper we present Common Applications Kept Enhanced (CAKE), a comprehensive network queue management system designed specifically for home Internet gateways. CAKE packs several compelling features into an integrated solution, thus easing deployment. These features include: bandwidth shaping with overhead compensation for various link layers; reasonable DiffServ handling; improved flow hashing with both per-flow and per-host queueing fairness; and filtering of TCP ACKs.
Our evaluation shows that these features offer compelling advantages, and that CAKE has the potential to significantly improve performance of last-mile internet connections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Eliminating bufferbloat has been recognised as an important component in ensuring acceptable performance of internet connections, especially as applications and users demand ever lower latencies. The last several years have established that Active Queue Management and Fairness Queueing are effective solutions to the bufferbloat problem, and several algorithms have been proposed and evaluated (e.g., [1] - [3] ).
However, while modern queueing algorithms can effectively control bufferbloat, effective deployment presents significant challenges. The most immediate challenge is that the home gateway device is often not directly in control of the bottleneck link, because queueing persists in drivers or firmware of devices that cannot be upgraded [1] . In addition, other desirable features in a home networking context (such as per-user fairness, or the ability to explicitly de-prioritise background applications) can be challenging to integrate with existing queueing solutions. To improve upon this situation, we have developed Common Applications Kept Enhanced (CAKE), which is a comprehensive network queue management system designed specifically for the home router use case.
As outlined below, each of the issues that CAKE is designed to handle has been addressed separately before. As such, the compelling benefit of CAKE is that it takes state of the art solutions and integrates them to provide:
• a high-precision rate-based bandwidth shaper that includes overhead and link layer compensation features for various link types. • a state of the art fairness queueing scheme that simultaneously provides both host and flow isolation. • a Differentiated Services (DiffServ) prioritisation scheme with rate limiting of high-priority flows and workconserving bandwidth borrowing behaviour. • TCP ACK filtering that increases achievable throughput on highly asymmetrical links. CAKE is implemented as a queueing discipline (qdisc) for the Linux kernel. It has been deployed as part of the OpenWrt router firmware for the last several years and is in the process of being submitted for inclusion in the mainline Linux kernel. 1 The rest of this paper describes the design and implementation of CAKE and is organised as follows: Section II outlines the desirable features of a comprehensive queue management system for a home router, and recounts related work in this space. Section III describes the design and implementation of CAKE in more detail, and Section IV evaluates the performance of the various features. Finally, Section V concludes.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK As mentioned initially, CAKE is designed to run on a home network gateway. We have gathered significant experience with implementing such a system in form of the Smart Queue Management (SQM) system shipped in the OpenWrt router firmware project, which has guided the design of CAKE.
In this section we provide an overview of the problems CAKE is designed to address. We are not aware of any previous work addressing the home gateway queue management challenges as a whole. However, several of the issues that CAKE addresses have been subject of previous work, and so the following subsections serve as both an introduction to the design space and an overview of related work.
The four problems we seek to address are bandwidth shaping, queue management and fairness, DiffServ handling and TCP ACK filtering. These are each treated in turn in the following sections.
A. Bandwidth Shaping
A queue management algorithm is only effective if it is in control of the bottleneck queue. Thus, queueing in lower layers needs to be eliminated, which has been achieved in Linux for Ethernet [5] and WiFi [6] . However, eliminating queueing at the link layer is not always possible, either because the driver source code is unavailable, or because the link-layer is implemented in inaccessible hardware or firmware (either on the same device or a separate device, such as a DSL modem).
As an alternative, queueing in the lower layers can be avoided by deploying a bandwidth shaper as part of the queue management system. By limiting the traffic traversing the bottleneck link to a bandwidth that is slightly less than the physical capacity of the link itself, queueing at the physical bottleneck can be eliminated and bufferbloat avoided. Such bandwidth shaping can be performed by a token bucket-based shaper (as is well-known from ATM networks, e.g., [7] ), or by a rate-based shaper (which is known from video streaming applications, e.g., [8] ).
The use of a shaper to move the link bottleneck wastes the bandwidth that is the difference between the actual physical link capacity, and the set-point of the shaper. To limit this waste, the shaper needs to be set as close to the actual link bandwidth as possible, while avoiding sending bursts of packets at a rate that is higher than the actual capacity. To achieve this, accurate timing information on a per-packet basis is needed. In addition, the shaper must account for link-layer framing and overhead. For instance, DSL links using ATM framing split up data packets into an integer number of fixedsize cells, which means that the framing overhead is a step function of packet size, rather than a fixed value.
B. Queue Management
Having control of the bottleneck queue makes it possible to implement effective queue management that can all but eliminate bufferbloat. Such a queue management scheme usually takes the form of an Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithm, combined with a form of fairness queueing (FQ). Several such schemes exist, and extensive evaluation is available in the literature (e.g., [1] - [3] , [9] - [11] ).
Among the state of the art algorithms in modern queue management, is the FQ-CoDel algorithm [12] . FQ-CoDel implements a hybrid AQM/fairness queueing scheme which isolates flows using a hashing scheme and schedules them using a Deficit Round-Robin (DRR) [13] scheduler. In addition, FQ-CoDel contains an optimisation that provides implicit service differentiation for sparse (low-bandwidth) flows, similar to [14] , [15] . Evaluations of FQ-CoDel have shown that it achieves low queueing latency and high utilisation under a variety of scenarios [1] , [3] .
However, while the FQ-CoDel scheduler provides flow isolation and fairness, the transport layer flow is not always the right level of fairness in the home gateway use case. Often, additional isolation between hosts on the network is desirable; and indeed this per-host isolation was the most requested feature of the SQM system. Host isolation is straight-forward to implement in place of flow fairness in any fairness queueing based scheme (by simply changing the function that maps packets into different queues), but we are not aware of any practical schemes prior to CAKE that implement both host and flow fairness.
C. DiffServ Handling
Even though flow-based fairness queueing offers a large degree of separation between traffic flows, it can still be desirable to explicitly treat some traffic as higher priority, and to have the ability to mark other traffic as low priority. Since a home network generally does not feature any admission control, any prioritisation scheme needs to be robust against attempts at abuse (so, e.g., a strict priority queue does not work well). In addition, enabling prioritisation should not affect the total available bandwidth in the absence of marked traffic, as that is likely to cause users to turn the feature off.
Prioritisation of different traffic classes can be performed by reacting to DiffServ markings [16] . This is commonly used in WiFi networks, where DiffServ code points map traffic into four priority levels [17] . For the home gateway use case, various schemes have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [18] ), but as far as we are aware, none have seen significant deployment.
D. TCP ACK Filtering
TCP ACK filtering is an optimisation that has seen some popularity in highly asymmetrical networks [19] , and especially in cable modem deployments [20] . The technique involves filtering (or thinning) TCP acknowledgement (ACK) packets by inspecting queues and dropping ACKs if a TCP flow has several consecutive ACKs queued. This can improve performance on highly asymmetrical links, where the reverse path does not have sufficient capacity to transport the ACKs produced by the forward path TCP flow. However, ACK filtering can also have detrimental effects on performance, for instance due to cross layer interactions [21] .
III. THE DESIGN OF CAKE
The design of CAKE builds upon the basic fairness scheduler design of FQ-CoDel, but adds features to tackle the areas outlined in the previous section. The following sections outline how CAKE implements each of these features.
A. Bandwidth Shaping
CAKE implements a rate-based shaper, which works by scheduling packet transmission at precise intervals using a virtual transmission clock. The clock is initialised by the first packet to arrive at an empty queue, and thereafter is incremented by the calculated serialisation delay of each transmitted packet. Packets are delayed until the system time has caught up with the virtual clock. If the clock schedule is reached while the queue is empty, the clock is reset and the link goes idle.
This shaper handles bandwidth ranging over several orders of magnitude, from several Kbps to several Gbps. In addition, the rate-based shaper does not require a burst parameter, which simplifies configuration as compared to a token-bucket shaper. It also eliminates the initial burst observed from token-bucket shapers after an idle period. This is important for controlling the bottleneck queue, as this initial burst would result in queueing at the real bottleneck link.
1) Overhead and Framing Compensation: As mentioned in Section II-A above, the shaper accounts for the actual size of a packet on the wire, including any encapsulation and overhead, which allows the rate to be set closer to the actual bottleneck bandwidth, thus eliminating waste. We believe it is safe to set a rate within 0.1% of the actual link rate when the overhead compensation is configured correctly, with a margin mainly required to accommodate slight variations in the actual bottleneck link bandwidth, caused by, e.g., clock drift in the hardware.
CAKE implements an overhead compensation algorithm which begins by determining the size of the network-layer packet, stripped of any MAC layer encapsulation. Having determined the network-layer packet size, the configured overhead can be added to yield the correct on-the-wire packet size, followed optionally by a specialised adjustment for ATM or PTM framing. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Using the network-layer packet size and adding a manually configured overhead value is required because the values reported by the kernel are often wrong due to idiosyncrasies of the CPE unit. While this does make configuration a bit more complex, we seek to alleviate this by providing keywords for commonly used configurations.
As part of the overhead compensation, CAKE also optionally splits "super packets" generated by hardware offload features. These super packets are essential for operating at high bandwidths, as they help amortise fixed network stack costs over several packets. However, at lower bandwidths they can hurt latency, in particular when a link with a high physical bandwidth is shaped to a lower rate. For this reason, we conditionally split super packets when shaping at rates lower than 1 Gbps. This allows CAKE to ensure low latency at lower rates, while still scaling to full line rate on a 40Gbps link.
B. Flow Isolation and Hashing
CAKE replaces the direct hash function used in FQ-CoDel with an 8-way set-associative hash. While set-associative hashing has been well-known for decades as a means to improve the performance of CPU caches [22] , it has not seen much use in packet scheduling. Conceptually, a k−way set-associative hash with n total buckets can be thought of as a plain hash with n/k buckets that is only considered to have a collision if more than k items hash into the same bucket. As can be seen in Figure 1 , this significantly reduces the hash collision probability up to the point where the number of flows is larger than the number of queues. 2 1) Host Isolation: With flow fairness, hosts can increase their share of the available bandwidth by splitting their traffic 2 See how we computed these probabilities in the online appendix.
Algorithm 1 Shaping and overhead compensation algorithm.
T_next is the time at which the next packet is eligible for tranmission. if ATM framing is enabled then 5: adj_len ← CEILING(adj_len / 48) * 53 6: else if PTM framing is enabled then 7: adj_len ← CEILING(adj_len / 64) * 65 8: pkt.adj_len ← adj_len 9: if backlog is zero and T_next is after Now then 10:
T_next ← Now 11: function DEQUEUE
12:
if T_next is after Now then 13: Schedule interrupt at T_next 14: return Nil 15: pkt ← Choose Packet 16: T_next ← T_next + pkt.adj_len * time_per_byte The host isolation is simple in concept: The effective DRR quantum is divided by the number of flows active for the flow endpoint. This mechanism can be activated in three different modes: source address fairness, in which hosts on the local LAN receive equal share, destination address fairness, in which servers on the public internet receive an equal share, or "triple isolate" mode, in which the maximum of the source and destination scaling is applied to each flow. CAKE also hooks into the Linux kernel Network Address Translation (NAT) subsystem to obtain the internal host address of a packet, which would otherwise be obscured since packets are queued after NAT is applied. CAKE accomplishes this scaling as shown in Algorithm 2: When a packet is enqueued it is hashed into a queue using the transport layer port numbers along with the source and destination IP addresses. In addition, two separate hashes are performed on the packet destination IP address and source IP address. A separate set of hash buckets is kept for these address Algorithm 2 Host isolation algorithm. flow.active ← 1 10: flow.src_id ← src_hash 11: flow.dst_id ← dst_hash 12: function GET_QUANTUM(flow) 13: refcnt_src ← hosts[flow.src_id].refcnt_src 14: refcnt_dst ← hosts[flow.dst_id].refcnt_dst 15: host_load ← MAX(refcnt_src, refcnt_dst, 1) 16: return flow.quantum/host_load hashes. These buckets do not contain a queue of packets, but instead a data structure that keeps two reference counts for each IP address, which track the number of active flows with the given address as source and destination, respectively.
The per-IP reference counts are used to modify the quantum for each active flow. When a flow is scheduled, its "host load" is calculated as the maximum of the reference counts for its source and destination IP addresses. The effective quantum of the flow is simply divided by this load value, which achieves the desired scaling.
C. DiffServ handling
CAKE provides a small number of preset configurations, which map each DiffServ code point into a priority tier. If the shaper is in use, each priority tier gets its own virtual clock, which limits that tier's rate to a fraction of the overall shaped rate. When dequeueing a packet, the algorithm simply picks the highest-priority tier which both has queued traffic and whose schedule is due, if one exists. To allow tiers to borrow excess bandwidth from one another, the dequeue algorithm also tracks the earliest schedule time of all non-empty tiers, and if no other eligible tier is available, that tier is picked instead (within the overall shaper limits).
When the shaper is not in use, CAKE instead uses a simple weighted DRR mechanism to schedule the different priority tiers, with the same weights as the shaper fractions mentioned above. This has weaker precedence guarantees for high-priority traffic, but provides the same proportional capacity reservation and the ability to borrow spare capacity from less than fully loaded tiers.
CAKE defaults to a simple, three-tier mode that interprets most code points as "best effort", but places CS1 traffic into a low-priority "bulk" tier which is assigned 1/16 of the total rate, and a few code points indicating latency-sensitive or control traffic (specifically TOS4, VA, EF, CS6, CS7) into a "latency sensitive" high-priority tier, which is assigned 1/4 rate. The other DiffServ modes supported by CAKE are a 4-tier mode matching the 802.11e precedence rules [17] , as well as two 8-tier modes, one of which implements strict precedence of the eight priority levels.
D. ACK filtering
CAKE contains an ACK filtering mechanism that drops redundant ACKs from a TCP flow. The mechanism takes advantage of the per-flow queueing by scanning the queue after every packet enqueue, to identify a pure ACK (i.e., an ACK with no data) that was made redundant by the newly enqueued packet. An ACK is only filtered if the newly enqueued packet contains an acknowledgement of strictly more bytes than the one being filtered. In particular, this means that duplicate ACKs are not filtered, so TCP's fast retransmit mechanism is not affected. In addition, the filter parses TCP headers and only drops a packet if that will not result in loss of information at the sender; and packets with unknown headers are never dropped, to avoid breaking future TCP extensions. The filter has two modes of operation: a conservative mode that will always keep at least two redundant ACKs queued, and an aggressive mode, that only keeps the most recently enqueued ACK.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present a performance evaluation of CAKE. All tests are performed on a testbed that emulates a pair of hosts communicating through a low-bandwidth link. We use the Flent testing tool [23] to run the tests, and the data files are available on the companion web site. 1 Unless otherwise stated below, all tests are run on a symmetrical 10 Mbps link with 50 ms baseline latency. Our basic test is the Real-Time Response Under Load test, which consists of running four TCP flows in each traffic direction, along with three different latency measurement flows [24] . As can be seen in Figure 2 , the baseline performance of CAKE is comparable to that of FQ-CoDel: both achieve low latency and high throughput in the baseline test. This is expected, since CAKE is derived from FQ-CoDel. For a more comprehensive comparison of FQ-CoDel with other queue management algorithms, we refer the reader to [1] . Instead, the remainder of this evaluation focuses on the features outlined in the previous sections.
A. Host Isolation
To evaluate the host isolation feature of CAKE, we run a varying number of TCP flows between two source hosts and four destination hosts. Source host A runs one flow to each of destination hosts A and B, and two flows to destination host C, while source host B runs one flow to each of destination hosts C and D. This makes it possible to demonstrate the various working modes of CAKE's host isolation feature. The result of this test is shown in Figure 3 . It shows four configurations of CAKE (no host isolation, source host isolation, destination host isolation and triple isolation) and a test with FQ-CoDel as the queue management algorithm. As can be seen in the figure, both FQ-CoDel and CAKE with no host isolation provide complete fairness between all six flows.
The figure also clearly shows the various modes of flow isolation supported by CAKE: In destination fairness mode (second column), the four destination hosts get the same total share, which results in each of the three flows to destination host C getting 1/3 of the bandwidth of the three other hosts (which only have one flow each). Similarly, in source fairness mode (third column), the two source hosts share the available capacity, which results in the two flows from source B getting twice the share each compared to the four flows from host A.
In the triple isolation case, we see the flow bandwidths correspond to the quantum scaling outlined in Algorithm 2: The first four flows get their quantum scaled by 1/4 since there are four flows active from host A. The fifth flow gets its quantum scaled by 1/3 since there are three flows active to host C. And finally, the last flow gets its quantum scaled by 1/2 as there are two flows active from host B.
B. DiffServ Handling
To demonstrate the DiffServ prioritisation features of CAKE we perform two tests: An RRUL test with each flow marked with a different DiffServ priority, and another test where a high-priority fixed-rate flow competes with several TCP flows.
The result of the former test is seen in Figure 4 . This shows that when DiffServ mode is not enabled, all four flows get the same share of the available bandwidth, while in the DiffServ-enabled case, the Best Effort (BE) flow gets most of the bandwidth. This latter effect is important for two reasons: First, it shows that a flow marked as background (BK) is successfully de-prioritised and gets less bandwidth. Secondly, it shows that the high-priority flows (CS5 and EF) are limited so as to not use more than the share of the bandwidth allocated to the high-priority DiffServ classes. To look at the latency performance of a high-priority flow, we turn to Figure 5 . This shows the latency over time of a fixed-rate 2 Mbps flow, which marks its packets with the highpriority EF DiffServ marking. This is meant to represent a real-time video conversation. In the test, the flow competes with 32 bulk TCP flows. As can be seen in the figure, both FQ-CoDel and CAKE with DiffServ prioritisation disabled fail to ensure low latency for the high-priority flow. Instead, when the bulk flows start after five seconds, a large latency spike is seen, since the real-time flow has to wait for the initial packets of the 32 TCP flows. This causes the real-time flow to build a large queue for itself (since it does not respond to congestion signals), which then drains slowly back to a steady state around 200 ms (for CAKE) or oscillating between 50 and 500 ms (for FQ-CoDel). In contrast, the DiffServ-enabled CAKE keeps the real-time flow completely isolated from the bulk TCP flows, ensuring it sees no added latency over the duration of the test. C. ACK Filtering Figure 6 shows the performance of ACK filtering on a highly asymmetrical link with 30 Mbps download capacity and only 1 Mbps upload capacity. On this link, we run four simultaneous TCP uploads and four simultaneous TCP downloads. The results of this are shown in Figure 6 , which shows the aggregate throughput of all four flows in each direction, along with the added latency of a separate measurement flow. Values are normalised to the baseline without ACK filtering to be able to fit on a single graph. As the figure shows, we see a goodput improvement of around 15% in the downstream direction caused by either type of ACK filtering, which shows that insufficient bandwidth for ACKs can impact transfers in the other direction. For upload, the conservative filtering increases goodput by about 10%, while the aggressive filtering increases throughput by as much as 40%, simply by reducing the bandwidth taken up by ACK packets. We attribute the increase in latency to increased congestion in the downlink direction, which is alleviated somewhat by fewer ACKs being queued in the upstream direction in the aggressive case. The absolute magnitude of the latency increase is only 5 ms. V. CONCLUSIONS CAKE is a comprehensive queue management system for home gateways, that packs several compelling features into an integrated solution, with reasonable defaults to ease configuration. These features include: bandwidth shaping with overhead compensation for various link layers; reasonable DiffServ handling; improved flow hashing with both per-flow and per-host queueing fairness; and filtering of TCP ACKs.
Our evaluation shows that these features offer compelling advantages, and we believe CAKE has the potential to significantly improve the performance of last-mile internet connections. CAKE is open source and ready for deployment, and already ships in the OpenWrt router firmware distribution.
